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Movement Labs is a consulting firm and program incubator that uses data, technology,
and experimentation to stop fascism and build progressive power. We have a process
and a platform to develop, test, and ultimately scale ideas that build Democratic
infrastructure and win elections. Here's what our work delivered in 2022, our most
impactful year to date:

Movement Labs experiments team
conducts novel randomized control trials
(RCTs) to persuade and mobilize voters so
that progressives win. 

In 2021, we found that texting a picture of
an individual’s polling place increased
turnout. In the 2022 midterm election, we
expanded the polling place SMS program
to nearly 10 million voters in battleground
states, generating net 60,000 Democratic
votes across congressional races across the
country (more than Biden’s win margin) at
less than $54 per net Democratic vote.

1,365 candidates ran for office.
506 defeated otherwise unchallenged
Republican incumbents - a 37% win rate that cost
us only $1,000 per net candidate recruited. 
70% of these candidates are women and people
of color.

Preliminary analysis is extremely promising and
suggests that county parties that received
funding increased vote share by 3% - a finding
we are excited to validate in the next election
cycle. (Link here to research) 
Local Democratic parties knocked on 165,068
doors in the hardest-to-reach, rural counties.
County parties held 231 events with a collective of
3,576 attendees who are now more engaged in
their local Democratic party.

Contest Every Race recruits Democrats to run against
the estimated 100,000 uncontested Republican
elected officials every year. We identify those races
without a Democrat, recruit candidates to run, and
connect them with support to run successfully. In
2022, we ran Contest Every Race in 22 states in rural
red counties where no Democrat would otherwise
run. 

To support those candidates, we gave small grants
and unlimited volunteer recruitment support to rural
county parties - if they completed monthly
organizing actions. We subsidized 72 county parties
in 6 states with a total of $500,000 to build a blue
spine that cuts through the deep red territory. And
outside researchers validated that our investment
created over 20,000 net votes for Democrats at a cost
of $25 per vote.

Experiments Contest Every Race

http://bit.ly/RPLWriteup


Abortion: after the leaked Dobbs decision, we
selected 60 abortion rights organizations in 20
states where abortion was at risk. Ultimately
we identified 900,000 supporters who
collectively went on to defeat anti-choice
legislation in Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, and
Montana.

Advocacy Fellowship: We worked in-depth for
over a year with 13 powerful grassroots groups
to build power across multiple issues. Over half
won major victories. For instance, 40 anti-
LGBTQ bills were introduced in West Virginia in
2022. We worked with Fairness WV to identify
over 3,000 new supporters and recruit 600
people who were trained as citizen lobbyists,
the largest historical growth period in their
membership. They stopped every single anti-
LGBTQ bill in West Virginia - even as state’s
passed similar bills. 

Movement Labs advocacy work helps grassroots
organizations find thousands of new supporters
and turn them into legislative and electoral power.
Here’s how we did that in 2022:

Advocacy

 
"We are very thankful for the
program and look forward to

working more with (Contest Every
Race)! The trainings were fantastic
and without the resources in 2022,
we would have had to make some
tough decisions about our office,

signs, and how much we were able
to donate to our candidates. With
them, we were able to donate our

legal limit to our candidates, we had
an office that made it easier for

people to contact us and engage
with us, and we are set up financially

through the 2023 Wisconsin
Supreme Court elections!" - Douglas

County, WI


